Brava Cedar Shake Aged

Synthetic Roofing That
Delivers Real Value for HOAs

Inspired by Nature,
Perfected by Brava.
Homeowner Associations create neighborhoods via homes that
look well put together, neat, and inviting. Brava tiles combine the
authentic beauty of nature with the unrivaled performance of
engineered technology, making them the perfect roofing solution
for Homeowner Associations across the nation.
Using our special molding process, we produce roofing tiles
that look better and are far stronger than traditional natural
materials, enabling them to withstand the elements of wind,
rain, hail, and sun beautifully. Brava tiles’ unmatched longterm durability and easy maintenance means that homes keep
looking great for years, so property values are maintained and
homeowners stay happy.

Brava Spanish Barrel Tile New Aged Terra Cotta

Creating Greater Curb Appeal.
It’s a well-known fact that property values increase with their appeal, durability, and overall
longevity. Creating this kind of curb appeal in communities is important for HOAs, especially when
attracting new residents. Brava tiles not only bring better value for homes due to their lasting
strength, but also because they offer HOAs roofing options that can be more aesthetically and
architecturally pleasing than asphalt shingles, concrete tiles, or slate, shake, or clay tiles.

Protection HOAs Can Count On.
Ensuring a roof is up for the job is not only critical for
the property’s appearance, but is equally important for
protecting the home and valuables from outside forces
such as extreme winds, hurricanes, hail, snow, rain, UV
impact, and fire. The ultimate shield for protecting any
home, Brava tiles are designed to meet the highest
standards for wind, fire, and impact, and are UV
resistant as well.

Backed by a 50-year warranty, Brava tiles go above and
beyond to create roofing that lasts a lifetime. And with the
potential for wildfires in dry areas of the United States rising
as well as more severe hurricanes along the coastline, the
value of a home with Brava roofing tiles is heightened even
further.

C L A S S E S

A+C
Class A or Class C fire
rating

Class 4 impact
resistance rating - the
highest hail performance
certification recognized
in the industry

Miami-Dade approval,
providing wind protection
in excess of 110 MPH

Guaranteed for 50 Years, Enjoyed
for a Lifetime. Perfecting the Look
of Your Community.
Creating a cohesive and beautiful-looking community
is easy with Brava tiles. Available in a wide variety of
styles to fit nearly every type of house, the lightweight
design of Brava tiles means they can be installed on
any roof without any costly structural modifications or
special tools.

Brava tiles have the color, look, and texture of natural
materials such as slate, wood, and barrel tiles and
can be customized to any color a homeowner desires.
Infused with natural minerals, our patented multicoloring process allows for each tile to have a blend of
colors with coloration through the entire tile – mirroring
the beauty of nature itself.

Cedar Shake

Spanish Barrel Tile

Old World Slate

The true-to-life look of handsplit cedar shake with the longlasting durability of composite
material.

The warmth and beauty of
traditional clay tile with the
benefits of a lightweight
synthetic material.

The elegance and durability of
natural slate with the benefits
of composite roof tile, at a
fraction of the cost.

Brava Cedar Shake Aspen

Brava Spanish Barrel Tile Antigua

Brava Old World Slate Light Arendale

The Eco-Smart
Roofing Solution.
More than ever, homeowners today want a
house that is ecologically efficient and does
not harm the environment in any way. At
Brava, we use recycled material to create
a beautiful and durable roof that itself is
fully recyclable. An eco-friendly solution,
Brava avoids depleting natural resources
such as quarries for slate or lumber for
wood. With Homeowner Associations
being environmental managers for their
communities, choosing Brava tiles is a smart
way to go.

Discover the Lasting Beauty,
Style, Durability, and Strength
of Brava Roof Tile Today.

Contact ECS Roofing for more Information Regarding this and other BRAVA Products
Phone: 847-970-4500

ECSROOFING.COM

•

No maintenance

•

Vetted and tested by third
parties

•

Trusted by HOAs nationwide

•

50-year warranty

•

Unrivaled authenticity

